“The Old Dubrovnik Language” Attracts Numerous Audience
Dubrovnik, 8th August 2014 – Presentation of the book “The Old Dubrovnik Language” with a
subheading “A Linguistic Analysis of Dubrovnik’s Adaptations of the French Comedies” by
Ivana Lovrić Jović, published by the Institute for Croatian Language and Linguistics, took place
last night, 7th August, before a numerous audience, in the Sponza Palace Atrium.
This valuable edition, which focuses on the language of 18th century Dubrovnik, of which there
has never been any systematic descriptions, was presented by the director of the Institute for
Croatian Language and Linguistics Zagreb, dr. sc. Željko Jozić, editor dr. sc. Sanja Perić, dr.
sc. Katja Bakija and the author herself, dr. sc. Ivana Lovrić Jović, who used the opportunity to
invite all Dubrovnik residents to speak their language naturally, without auto-correcting
themselves, in order to preserve the natural flow of their dialect, adding that she reckons the
time has come to compose a contemporary Dubrovik language dictionary. The book
presentation was enriched with a performance by the Kolarin Theatrical Ensemble, which
performed a fragment from the French comedies and “Matrimonium” by author Josip Lovrić,
better known as Jozo Lovrić Jadrijev, who also happens to be the author’s father.
The value of this book is evident in the fact that the lastly published work on the subject of the
language of Dubrovnik belongs to the middle of the past century, to authors who exhaustively
analysed the language of both Držić and Gundulić, as well as the language of the Anthology
of Nikola Ranjina. However, these analyses refer to the 17th century, whereas the 18th century
language, which this book focuses on, has no previous systematic descriptions. Ivana Lovrić’s
research corpus consisted of Dubrovnik-adapted French words, translations of Moliere’s
comedies into the Croatian language of the ordinary folk of that time.
Ivana Lovrić Jović has been acting as a scientific fellow assistant at the Institute for Croatian
Language and Linguistics for the past 16 years, and this book evolved from her Ph.D. thesis
(defended in 2011), of which it is slightly broader. As a scientist of the ICLL, she engages in
the history of the Croatian language, the language of Dubrovnik and its Italian influence.

###
Dubrovačke ljetne igre, kao središte hrvatskog i svjetskog duha i kulture, kao mjesto stvaranja, a ne gostovanja,
mjesto susreta, ideja i novih umjetničkih izričaja, i ove su godine tradicionalno podržali Ministarstvo kulture RH,
Grad Dubrovnik, Dubrovačko-neretvanska županija te brojni sponzori, na čelu s generalnim sponzorom Vipnetom,
kako bi zajedno ostvarili ovaj najprestižniji kulturni događaj u Hrvatskoj.
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